
 

 

GOING THE DISTANCE 
A weekly update for Distance Learners at Wintonbury Early Childhood Magnet School 

FEBRUARY 5,  2021 Important Dates: 
February 15 No School President’s 
Day 
February 16-17 No School                                                                      
Teacher Professional Development 

Additionally….Fridays in February 

Teachers will meet individually with 

all students to do some mid year 

formative assessments.  Meetings 

will range between 10-20 minutes.  

Look Sign up sheets for time slots 

will be coming early next week. 

 

While we continuously assess 

learning and growth through 

observation during our virtual 

sessions and with student work 

submission on SeeSaw, we also use 

formative assessments that focus on 

specific skills. Formative 

assessments help us gather 

information regarding what the 

child knows and is able to do at a 

given point in time.  Additionally, it 

guides next steps in learning and 

provides feedback on progress 

toward goals.  

  

Teachers will be checking in on 

letter, shape and numeral 

identification, as well as rhyming and 

counting skills.  Please help us to get 

an accurate picture of your child’s 

skills, by letting them answer 

independently. Remember this is a 

measure of a moment in time. We 

also use observation and work 

samples as measurements of 

learning. 

 

We truly appreciate your cooperation 

in helping us gather this important 

information. 

This week’s story is about Riley and LaDonna. They have a problem. They both want to wear the firefighter 
clothes. Ask your child about this story. 

 

Point to the left-hand photo and ask: What do you see in this photo? 

What should Riley and LaDonna do to solve their problem? (Calm down. Say the problem. Think of solutions.) 

Point to the right-hand photo and ask: What do you see in this photo? 

 Now let’s pretend we’re Riley and LaDonna. What are some safe solutions to our problem? (Take turns. Play 

something else.) Try to think about solutions to other problems: You can find your favorite book; You ball 

rolled under the bed and you can’t reach it; You want to play with your sibling’s toy? 

Your child is learning the 

second Problem-Solving 

Step, “Think of solutions.” 

Come up with lots of safe 

ideas to solve the problem. 

Knowing how to solve prob-

lems in safe ways helps your 

child get along with other 

children and make friends. 

Children who calm down and 

solve problems in safe ways 

become better learners at 

school. 

You may notice that our Enhanced Distance 

Learning teachers occasionally access this 

website for lessons.  My Big World is an 

early-learning magazine that connects 

children to non fiction topics in a 

developmentally appropriate way. It builds 

children's content knowledge, vocabulary, 

language and social skills, You can 

access this resource at home!  

Follow the link: 

      https://mybigworld.scholastic.com/ 

Then use the classroom password: WVTPFSY  

This will give you access to the magazines, 

videos and games that are appropriate for 

preschool.   

For example, you may 

want to read and listen 

to February’s issue on 

healthy teeth.  Also 

available is a video on 

How to Have a 

Healthy Smile, A 

dance break with 

brushing movements, 

a digital brushing and 

flossing game and a 

hands on activity to explore teeth.  In addition, 

there are some printable activities you may 

choose if it aligns with your child’s interests 

and skills levels. 

You can search for a variety topics.  Let us 

know what your child learns!  

 

https://mybigworld.scholastic.com/

